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Social-Emotional Learning Bucket

Culture Behavior Behavioral
RTI

Mental 
Health Wellness

I tend to use these terms interchangeably for all that pertains to our students that is outside of “academics”

Executive 
Functioning

Cultural 
Competencies
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Social-Emotional Learning in Londonderry

• If we look back to our updated Strategic Plan from the fall of 2019, we 
had a lot of work planned around Social-Emotional Learning in our 
district. 

Londonderry 2019 to 2024 Strategic Plan
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https://p10cdn4static.sharpschool.com/UserFiles/Servers/Server_123349/Image/Information/2019-2024StrategicPlan.pdf


Choose Love at South School & Beyond
• In August of 2019, Scarlett Lewis came to South School and spoke to 

the staff to help with the rollout of the Program. 
Easy to use Lessons that could be incorporated
Into an “Advisory” or “Morning Circle” without 
a lot of teacher preparation needed. 

Clear Focus and Outcomes for Students & Staff.

Common Language.

South School kept up the roll out an evolution of 
Choose Love during the Pandemic. 

All our elementary schools started to incorporate
the program in the 2020-21 school year as a means
to help our students feel more normal as we got
Back to In Person Learning. 
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South Elementary School 
Choose Love Report



“You can’t always choose what 
happens to you, but you can always 

choose how you respond.”



What is Choose Love?
● A Four Pillar Approach to Social 

Emotional Growth and Learning
● Each pillar teaches students 

strategies for calming and focus 
● Strategies taught include:

○ Breathwork 
○ Poses
○ Visualization
○ Affirmations
○ Labeling Emotions
○ Compassionate listening
○ Steps to solve conflict

● Each pillar provides understanding of 
the parts of the brain and how they are 
impacted by practicing each of the four
○ Driven by the leading 

neuroscience available -
Chemicals in the brain are 
activated by ideas and emotions

○ Names the parts of the brain and 
names strategies that engage 
the brain while engaging in the 
practice.



What We Are Doing As a School
● All staff members involved in morning meeting every day
● Extended morning meeting time for all to delve into Choose Love as 

well as engage in community and connection building activities
● Daily morning whole school announcements that include a breath, a 

moment to focus on personal gratitude and explanation about the 
benefits of gratitude.

● Learning South School signs for the different components of the 
Choose Love Equation (Video teaching them: Signs)

● Choose Love Team (meets monthly to deepen schoolwide program 
fluency)

● Monthly student mindfulness class (before school)

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lu5ZfFPR-6dcWomFZeYIG471ruM4W4GT/view?usp=sharing
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Choose Love on Their Own
● Some students at 5th grade recess were playing a game of 

football in the field. When one student took a misstep and fell 
in the field and got the wind knocked out of them, the rest of 
the boys all called a teacher and got down on one knee in a 
circle around them. They stayed there until the student stood 
back up and was okay, and they clapped seeing their friend up 
and doing okay after being hurt.

● After a challenging math lesson in first grade, a teacher looked 
up to see several students standing (bottoms up) in ostrich 
pose  - a pose used to calm and relax the brain.



Courage
We Have Seen Improvement

3rd Grade 2019 5th Grade 2021

16%
10%

74%

Our improvement in the area of courage is smaller than our improvement in the other four pillars, but we feel is 
still a success to have just about 75% of our students practicing courage on a regular basis.

When given a situation/scenario, the 
student chooses to engage in the 
choose love characteristic :
Always, Usually, Sometimes or Never

We can follow the self-reflection 
scores of the same class of students 
from 2 years ago when we were just 
beginning Choose Love up until this 
year 2 years in. 



Gratitude
We Have Seen Improvement

3rd Grade 2019 5th Grade 2021

7% 9%

84%

1%

After placing a whole school emphasis on Gratitude we have seen large jumps in this class of students. We 
practice gratitude every morning by sharing benefits of gratitude as well as daily gratitude of admin and 

students over the morning announcements which is carried into the classroom. 

We can follow the self-reflection 
scores of the same class of students 
from 2 years ago when we were just 
beginning Choose Love up until this 
year 2 years in. 

When given a situation/scenario, the 
student chooses to engage in the 
choose love characteristic :
Always, Usually, Sometimes or Never



Forgiveness
We Have Seen Improvement

3rd Grade 2019 5th Grade 2021

We can follow the self-reflection 
scores of the same class of students 
from 2 years ago when we were just 
beginning Choose Love up until this 
year 2 years in. 

48%40%

11%

1%

We have improved in our weakest area of forgiveness over the last two years by decreasing the number of students who 
only sometimes engage in forgiveness and increasing the number of students who usually engage in forgiveness. 

Forgiveness means you’re letting go of feelings of resentment and vengeance and refocusing your thoughts on positive 
emotions; perhaps even feelings of understanding, empathy, and compassion toward the person who hurt you.

When given a situation/scenario, the 
student chooses to engage in the choose 
love characteristic :
Always, Usually, Sometimes or Never



Compassion in Action
We Have Seen Improvement

3rd Grade 2019 5th Grade 2021

We can follow the self-reflection 
scores of the same class of 
students from 2 years ago when 
we were just beginning Choose 
Love up until this year 2 years in. 

57%

14%
26%

3%

Small but mighty improvements in compassion, another tough category for kids. 
Compassion goes beyond empathy and focuses on how one can be there and support a friend who is having a hard time, 

beyond just feeling with them.

When given a situation/scenario, 
the student chooses to engage in 
the choose love characteristic :
Always, Usually, Sometimes or 
Never



Londonderry High School’s Past & Upcoming SEL Work

• From 2018 to 2020, LHS did work with both staff and students around 
“cultural competencies” to help build a more inclusive school culture for 
all students.
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LHS will have a “challenge day” this June.  
A Day of Focus on  Mental Health

Coming this Spring



New SEL at 
LHS 

• Signs of Suicide training and implementation 
into health classes for semester 2

• Bring Change to Mind (BC2M)
• Yoga club for both students and faculty
• Lancer Grams 
• Groups for students
• One Trust Adult book club



Looking Ahead of Social-Emotional Learning

• As a district, we wanted to get to a place 
where we had a coherent set of “resources” 
and “practices” that could help our staff 
support our students better in all the issues 
that are non-academic, even before we 
experienced the last two years of a pandemic. 
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What else should we be thinking about as a school system
as we move forward in this area?
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